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Dear Educator,

Get to know the billions of invisi-
ble creatures that inhabit our
bodies and the world around us!

With KIDS DISCOVER Microbes, your
young microbiologists (those are scien-
tists who study mini life-forms) will
learn about the topics at right.

This Teacher’s Guide is filled with
activity ideas and blackline masters 
to help your students enjoy and learn
more from Microbes. Select or adapt 
the activities that suit your students’
needs best. 

Thank you for making KIDS DISCOVER
a part of your classroom. 

Sincerely, 

KIDS DISCOVER

P.S. We would love to hear from you! 
E-mail your comments and ideas to
teachers@kidsdiscover.com

P A G E S WHAT ’S  IN  MICROBES
2–3 It’s a Small World 

Anthony van Leeuwenhoek and the first microscope

4–5 Types of Microbes
Bacteria, Protists, Fungi, and Viruses—plus the first
microbes!

6–7 At Your Service
Microbes we put to good use every day

8–9 Extreme Microbes
Microbes that can survive salty, boiling, freezing, radioactive,
and acidic conditions!

10–11 Microbe Man Diagram
Your body is an ecosystem for zillions of microscopic 
creatures!

12–13 More Like Jewels
An up-close look at diatoms, one-celled algae

14–15 Microbe Menace
Six ways to get infected with germs—plus microbe 
detectives through the ages!

16–17 Microbes in History
How have microbes influenced human history?

18–19 Student Activities
Yeast-powered balloons, an acrostic, match-up, and resources

Meet ing the  Standards
✔ Life Science
– National Science Education Standards

✔ Visit www.kidsdiscover.com/standards
to find out more about how KIDS
DISCOVER meets state and national
standards.
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Discuss ion

To get students thinking about how this topic
relates to their interests and lives, ask: 

✔ What does “micro” mean? What other words begin
with “micro”?

✔ Do you think microbes in your body can hurt you or
help you?

KWL Chart

On chart paper, draw three
columns and label them

K (“What we Know”), W
(“What we Want to know” or
“What we think we Will
learn”), and L (“What we
Learned”). Ask: What do you
already know about Microbes?

List students’ responses in the K column. In the
W column, list students’ questions and comments
about what they want to learn or what they think
they will learn by reading Microbes. (See box below
for key terms students may bring up.) At the end
of the unit, have students fill in the L column list-
ing what they learned. Finally, ask students to cor-
rect any inaccurate information in the K column. 

Get Set to Read 
(Anticipation Guide)

Copy and distribute the Get Set to Read black-
line master (page 3 of this Teacher’s Guide).

Explain to students that this Anticipation Guide will
help them find out what they know and what
misconceptions they have about the topic. Get Set
to Read is a list of statements—some true, some
false. Ask students to write whether they think
each statement is true or false in the Before
Reading column. Be sure to tell students that it is
not a test and they will not be graded on their
answers. The activity can be completed in a vari-
ety of ways for differentiated instruction: 

◆ Have students work on their own or in small
groups to complete the entire page.

◆ Assign pairs of students to focus on two state-
ments and to become “experts” on these topics.

◆ Ask students to complete the Before Reading col-
umn on their own, and then tabulate the class’s
answers on the chalkboard, on an overhead
transparency, or on your classroom computer. 

◆ Review the statements orally with the entire class.

If you predict that students will need assistance
finding the answers, complete the Page Number
column before copying Get Set to Read.

Prev iew

Distribute Microbes and model how to preview
it. Examine titles, headings, words in boldface

type, pictures, charts, and captions. Then have stu-
dents add new information to the KWL chart. If
students will only be reading a few pages at one
sitting, preview only the selected pages.
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PREREADING ACTIVIT IES

KEY TERMS
✔ bacteria
✔ protists
✔ fungi
✔ viruses
✔ smallpox
✔ antiseptic

✔ penicillin
✔ Alexander Fleming
✔ microscope
✔ van Leeuwenhoek
✔ Louis Pasteur
✔ Jonas Salk

B efore distr ibut ing KIDS DISCOVER Microbes , act ivate 
students’  pr ior knowledge and set a purpose for reading with

these act iv i t ies.

BE WORD WISE WITH POWER VOCABULARY!

You have exclusive access to additional resources including Power
Vocabulary blackline masters for every available KIDS DISCOVER
title! These activities introduce students to 15 specialized and

general-use vocabulary words from each KiDS DISCOVER title. Working
with both types of words helps students develop vocabulary, improve
comprehension, and read fluently. Follow the links from your Teacher’s
Toolbox CD-ROM and find your title to access these valuable resources:

MICROBES  2© KIDS DISCOVER

◆ Vocabulary cards

◆ Crossword puzzle

◆ Word find

◆ Matching

◆ Cloze sentences

◆ Dictionary list
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Name ____________________________________________ Date _________________

Get Set to Read
What do you know about microbes? In Before Reading, write true if you think the statement is

true. Write false if you think the statement is not true. Then read KIDS DISCOVER Microbes.
Check back to find out if you were correct. Write the correct answer and the page number where
you found it.

CHALLENGE: Rewrite each false sentence in a way that makes it true. 

1. You have billions of microbes on
your body right now.

2. One kind of microbe is fungus. 

3. It is unhealthy to eat food containing
microbes.

4. Microbes cannot live in extreme heat
or cold.

5. Bacteria make up about 1 percent of
your body weight. 

6. Microbes produce some of the 
oxygen we breathe. 

7. The best protection against infection
by microbes is vaccines.

8. Antibiotics kill viruses.

9. Microbes in cookie dough with raw
eggs can make you ill.

10. The bubonic plague microbe was
responsible for killing one-third of
the population 
in Europe.

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________  

_____________

_____________ 

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________  

_____________

_____________ 

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________  

_____________

_____________ 

Before Reading After Reading Page Number
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Pages 2–3
Point out to students that microbes are practically

everywhere, but they can only be seen with a micro-
scope. Ask:

✔ Have you ever used a microscope? When? What did
you look at? Have you ever seen a microbe (for
example, a virus or bacteria?) by looking through a
microscope? If so, what did it look like?

Pages 4–5
✔ Has anyone ever seen fungi, such as mushrooms,

yeast, mold, or mildew? Where did you see it?
What did it look like? 

✔ Has anyone ever heard of the viruses polio, rabies,
chicken pox, or measles? What do you know about
them?

Pages 6–7
✔ Have you ever made bread with yeast? (Yeast is a

fungus, which is a type of microbe.) What kind of
bread did you make? What did the yeast cause the
dough to do? How do you think this happens?

Pages 6–7
✔ Have you ever been told to eat yogurt after taking

antibiotics? If so, what do you think yogurt might
do for you?

Pages 6–7
Doctors use dead or weakened viruses to protect

children from such diseases as polio, diphtheria,
tetanus, scarlet fever, and more. Ask:

✔ Have you ever been vaccinated against a disease?
What disease? Why do you think vaccinations are
important?

Pages 8–9
Extremeophiles, or archaea, are found in such

places as hot springs in Yellowstone National Park,
the Arctic, Antarctica, the Dead Sea, and a cave in
Mexico. Ask:

✔ Which place would you most like to visit? Explain.

Pages 10–11
Microbes are found all over the human body. Ask:

✔ What do you find most interesting about this illus-
tration? What does the illustration show you that
you didn’t know before?

Pages 12–13
✔ Why do you think the

author titled this page “More
Like Jewels”?

Pages 14–15
Six ways harmful microbes

can enter your body and get
you sick are shown on pages
14 and 15. Ask:

✔ What are some ways you
can reduce the possibility of
harmful microbes entering
your body? For example, if
you have an open wound,
what should you do? 

Pages 14–15
✔ Why do you think people decide to study microbes?

What skills do you think a person needs in order to
be successful in that field? Do you think you have
those skills? Would you like to be a microbiologist,
a scientist who studies microbes? Why?

Pages 16–17
✔ What do you think is the most surprising way that

microbes have affected history? Why?

All pages
After students finish reading the issue, ask:

✔ What was the most interesting fact you learned?
What image did you find most fascinating?
Explain. 

Cover
Have students look at the image on the cover of

the issue. Ask:

✔ Why do you think this
image was chosen? If
you were to choose an
image to go on the
cover of a magazine
on microbes, what
image would you
choose? Why would
you make that choice?
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DISCUSSION & WRITING QUESTIONS

Use the fo l lowing quest ions  as  ora l  d iscuss ion s tar ters  or  for
journa l ing.  For  addi t iona l  in -c lass  d iscuss ion and wr i t ing  

quest ions ,  adapt  the  quest ions  on the  read ing comprehens ion
black l ine  masters  on pages  5 and 6.

Add KIDS
DISCOVER

to your 
book baskets

along with 
fiction and 

nonfiction books 
on the same topic.
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It’s in the Reading
After reading KIDS DISCOVER Microbes, choose the best answer for each question. 

Fill in the circle.

1. Antony van Leeuwenhoek is known for _____.
❍ A. inventing magnifying lenses 
❍ B. discovering microbes
❍ C. inventing the scanning electron microscope
❍ D. understanding that bacteria caused disease

2. Algae belong in the group of microbes called _____.
❍ A. bacteria
❍ B. fungi
❍ C. protists
❍ D. viruses

3. One way protists and fungi are alike is that _____.
❍ A. they live by absorbing nutrients from dead organisms
❍ B. they can invade almost any type of organism
❍ C. they were the first microbes on Earth
❍ D. they both have a nucleus

4. Yogurt is good for people who are taking antibiotics because _____. 
❍ A. it replaces good bacteria killed by the medicine
❍ B. it is easier to digest than most other foods
❍ C. it contains calcium, which is destroyed by antibiotics 
❍ D. it is already present in healthy people

Find your answers on the pages shown in the book icon next to each question.

Name ____________________________________________ Date _________________

2  3 

4  5

4  5

6  7

5. The process in which microbes digest certain parts of food to produce
other foods is called _____.

❍ A. decomposition
❍ B. vaccination
❍ C. bioremediation
❍ D. fermentation

6  7
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6. Scientists were surprised to find strep bacteria in a lunar probe because
_____.

❍ A. no one on the space mission had become ill
❍ B. they had never been found outside humans before
❍ C. they feared they had contaminated the moon
❍ D. they did not think microbes could live in extreme conditions

8  9



7. Nasal cilia are ____.
❍ A. harmful because they trap microbes 
❍ B. helpful because they keep microbes out of the lungs
❍ C. useful for helping microbes spread all over the body 
❍ D. dangerous because they help cause disease

8. The best way to prevent athlete’s foot is probably _____.
❍ A. not wearing shoes  
❍ B. not wearing socks
❍ C. keeping your socks and shoes dry
❍ D. using antifungal medicine 

9. The most important fact about diatoms is that they _____. 
❍ A. look pretty 
❍ B. are very small
❍ C. are single-celled
❍ D. support much life

13. What do you think the most important achievement in the study of
microbes has been? What is the most pressing issue about microbes to
study in the future? Support your answers with specific details. 

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ 

10 11

10 11  

It’s in the Reading (continued)

MICROBES  6© KIDS DISCOVER

10. Vaccines keep you from getting a disease by _____.
❍ A. keeping germs from multiplying 
❍ B. helping your body produce antibodies
❍ C. making you allergic to certain germs
❍ D. flushing harmful germs from your system

12 13   

14 15

11. The best advice for preventing diseases caused by microbes is 
probably to _____.

❍ A. ask your doctor to prescribe antibiotics frequently
❍ B. make sure the foods you eat are cooked properly
❍ C. learn about and avoid things that contain many germs
❍ D. not worry about them because germs are everywhere

14 15

12. The most important lesson taught by the bubonic plague in Europe is
that _____.

❍ A. filthy conditions can help spread disease
❍ B. the world no longer has diseases that wipe out so many people
❍ C. traveling between countries is dangerous
❍ D. bacteria cause serious diseases

16 17 
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Name ____________________________________________ Date _________________

Everything Visual
Illustrations with labels can explain some topics better than text alone. Look at the illustration

of a human body on pages 10–11. Then answer the questions. 

1. What is the purpose of the illustration?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

2. What is the name of the microbe on the person’s cheeks? What do you think the microbe
might cause?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

3. What part of the body does Klebsiella pneumoniae attack? What disease do you think it 
might cause?

______________________________________________________________________________

4. Describe the location and appearance of the Helicobacter pylori microbe. 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

5. What is the full name of the microbe E. coli? Describe the appearance of this microbe. 

______________________________________________________________________________

6. Would examining microbes under a microscope help a doctor diagnose an illness? 
Explain why or why not.

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
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Math
An electron microscope can enlarge things up to

300,000 times their original size. Have students use
that number to make some unusual comparisons,
such as “that would make your thumb the size of
Manhattan Island.” To do this, students must first
figure out the actual size of a familiar item, such as
a thumb, a stick of gum, and so on. They must then
multiply that by 300,000 and find something that
is approximately that size for the analogy. Students
can share their interesting calculations with the
entire class. 

Science
Antony van Leeuwenhoek is credited with being

the first person to peer into what we recognize as
today’s microscope. Have students write a short
biography of Leeuwenhoek, including any details
they can find on his scientific experiments with the
microscope. 

History
Leeuwenhoek lived in the 1600s. Have students

make a time line of important events that took
place during the 1600s. Students should make their
entries in different categories: the arts; science and
inventions; exploration; empires; politics, and so
on. Each student should include about five entries
for each category. When the class has finished, stu-
dents can put their time lines on the bulletin board
and observe others’ time lines. 

Science,  Ar t
If possible, work with a science teacher who has

access to a microscope. Have children view various
small objects, such as a hair, a piece of fingernail, a
part of a leaf, and so on. Encourage them to draw
what they see. 

Science,  Ar t ,  Cooking
Have students do research to find out about the

process by which the yeast fungus works. Students
should draw step-by-step illustrations that show
how adding yeast to a certain mixture ends in
dough rising. As an alternative, have students illus-
trate the steps a person would use to make bread,
such as kneading the dough, letting it rise, punch-
ing it down, and baking it. If possible, make bread
(or just the dough) as a class or visit a bread bakery.

Science
Doctors use dead or weakened viruses to protect

children from such diseases as polio, diphtheria,
tetanus, scarlet fever, and others. Have students pick
one disease caused by a virus to research. Students
should find out the characteristics of the disease,
where it is found, how it is transmitted, how it can
be prevented, and so on. Information should be pre-
sented in a report and read aloud to the class. 

Science,  Geography
The world’s saltiest lake, the Dead Sea, featured

on page 8, may not have any fish in it, but it is alive
with halophiles—microbial salt-lovers. Have stu-
dents do a research paper on the Dead Sea and find
out why this sea is so salty and why people are able
to float in the water. Students can also investigate
the Great Salt Lake and its ancient predecessor, Lake
Bonneville, and present their findings to the class.
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CROSS-CURRICULAR EXTENSIONS

H ave students  t ry  these act iv i t ies  to  expand the i r  knowledge
and interest  in  microbes.
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Get Set to Read 
What do you know about microbes? In Before Reading, write true if you think the statement is

true. Write false if you think the statement is not true. Then read KIDS DISCOVER Microbes.
Check back to find out if you were correct. Write the correct answer and the page number where
you found it.

CHALLENGE: Rewrite each false sentence in a way that makes it true. 

1. You have billions of microbes on your
body right now.

2. One kind of microbe is fungus.

3. It is unhealthy to eat food Many
healthful foods, such as yogurt and
cheese, are foods containing
microbes.

4. Microbes cannot Some microbes can
live in extreme heat and cold.

5. Bacteria make up about 1 10 percent
of your body weight. 

6. Microbes produce some of the oxygen
we breathe.

7. The best protection against infection
by microbes is vaccines washing your
hands. 

8. Antibiotics kill viruses only bacteria.

9. Microbes in cookie dough with raw
eggs can make you ill. 

10. The bubonic plague microbe was
responsible for killing one-third of
the population in Europe. 

          True        

          True         

         False         

         False         

         False         

          True         

         False         

         False        

          True         

          True         

           p. 2         

           p. 5         

        pp. 6–7      

        pp. 8–9      

          p. 11        

          p. 12        

         p. 14        

          p. 15       

          p. 15        

          p. 17        

Before Reading After Reading Page Number

ANSWER KEY
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It’s in the Reading
After reading KIDS DISCOVER Microbes, choose the best answer for each question. 

Fill in the circle.

Find your answers on the pages shown in the book icon next to each question.

ANSWER KEY
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1. Antony van Leeuwenhoek is known for _____.
❍ A. inventing magnifying lenses 
● B. discovering microbes (details)
❍ C. inventing the scanning electron microscope
❍ D. understanding that bacteria caused disease

2. Algae belong in the group of microbes called _____.
❍ A. bacteria
❍ B. fungi
● C. protists (classification)
❍ D. viruses

3. One way protists and fungi are alike is that _____.
❍ A. they live by absorbing nutrients from dead organisms
❍ B. they can invade almost any type of organism
❍ C. they were the first microbes on Earth
● D. they both have a nucleus (comparison and contrast)

4. Yogurt is good for people who are taking antibiotics because _____. 
● A. it replaces good bacteria killed by the medicine (cause and effect)
❍ B. it is easier to digest than most other foods
❍ C. it contains calcium, which is destroyed by antibiotics 
❍ D. it is already present in healthy people

2  3 

4  5

4  5

6  7

5. The process in which microbes digest certain parts of food to produce
other foods is called _____.

❍ A. decomposition
❍ B. vaccination
❍ C. bioremediation
● D. fermentation (word meaning)

6  7

6. Scientists were surprised to find strep bacteria in a lunar probe because
_____.

❍ A. no one on the space mission had become ill
❍ B. they had never been found outside humans before
❍ C. they feared they had contaminated the moon
● D. they did not think microbes could live in extreme conditions

(cause and effect)

8  9



It’s in the Reading (continued)
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Answers will vary. Students should use specific details to support
their answers.

7. Nasal cilia are ____.
❍ A. harmful because they trap microbes 
● B. helpful because they keep microbes out of the lungs (main idea)
❍ C. useful for helping microbes spread all over the body 
❍ D. dangerous because they help cause disease

8. The best way to prevent athlete’s foot is probably _____.
❍ A. not wearing shoes  
❍ B. not wearing socks
● C. keeping your socks and shoes dry (draw conclusions)
❍ D. using antifungal medicine 

9. The most important fact about diatoms is that they _____. 
❍ A. look pretty 
❍ B. are very small
❍ C. are single-celled
● D. support much life (summarizing)

10 11

10 11  

10. Vaccines keep you from getting a disease by _____.
❍ A. keeping germs from multiplying 
● B. helping your body produce antibodies (cause and effect)
❍ C. making you allergic to certain germs
❍ D. flushing harmful germs from your system

12 13   

14 15

11. The best advice for preventing diseases caused by microbes is 
probably to _____.

❍ A. ask your doctor to prescribe antibiotics frequently
❍ B. make sure the foods you eat are cooked properly
● C. learn about and avoid things that contain many germs (generalization)
❍ D. not worry about them because germs are everywhere

14 15

12. The most important lesson taught by the bubonic plague in Europe is
that _____.

● A. filthy conditions can help spread disease (generalization)
❍ B. the world no longer has diseases that wipe out so many people
❍ C. traveling between countries is dangerous
❍ D. bacteria cause serious diseases

16 17 

13. What do you think the most important achievement in the study of
microbes has been? What is the most pressing issue about microbes to
study in the future? Support your answers with specific details. 
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Everything Visual
Illustrations with labels can explain some topics better than text alone. Look at the illustration

of a human body on pages 10–11. Then answer the questions. 

1. What is the purpose of the illustration?

2. What is the name of the microbe on the person’s cheeks? What do you think the microbe
might cause?

3. What part of the body does Klebsiella pneumoniae attack? What disease do you think it 
might cause?

4. Describe the location and appearance of the Helicobacter pylori microbe. 

5. What is the full name of the microbe E. coli? Describe the appearance of this microbe. 

6. Would examining microbes under a microscope help a doctor diagnose an illness? 
Explain why or why not.

to show the names, appearances, and frequent locations on the human body of 
some common microbes

Propionibacterium acnes; it might cause acne.

MICROBES  12© KIDS DISCOVER

It attacks the upper chest; it might cause pneumonia. 

Escherichia coli; it has many small cylindrical pieces in clusters. 

Located in the stomach of the body, it is a long cylindrical microbe with several flagella, or
long hair-like growths.

Yes; by knowing what certain microbes look like and what illnesses they cause, the doctor
could diagnose an illness.


